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quickONE+
single chamber
SBR KIT

technical details:

quickONE+  works according to an SBR process.One 

cyclus per day cleans the waste water and treats the

sludge for minimizing the waste disposal cost.All the 

treatment is in one tank, the specific volume for 

1x  people equivalent is around 600 ltr.(i.e. 5p.e=3.000l)

The plug&play-KIT is including all installationmaterial.

The system cannot block due to a patented backflush.

In order to get a low maintenance cost  system all 

components are without moving parts, the controlunit

is installed in an areated cabinet on top of the tank.

There is no addtional sludge storage necessary !

The effluent quality is highest class in europe, the 

approved control unit can handle underload, overload,

sludge stabilizing and holiday mode. The Kit - designed

for the clients tank- can be installed onsite. The system

is for domestic waste water from 1 p.e up to 50 p.e 

according EN 12566-3 tested and approved.
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ClearFox SBR QuickONE+, pre-installed
with integrated control module in extension-shaft, 
plug and play version
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inlet outlet

gez.: mz

ClearFox-SBR QuickONE+
4 - 12 p.e.
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Basics:
Sludge removal interval: ~12 month (depends on amount of solids)
daily wastewater: up to 150 ltr / d x p.e.
max. organic load: 60 gr / d x p.e.

CF-cmi * = ClearFox - control module integrated
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Inlet depth standard
~55

The inlet height can be extended by replacing a longer 
WAFIN Tegra DN 600 pipe (as option)

all measures in cm

gez.: mz

ClearFox- QuickONE +
small wwwtp 4 p.e.
Single chamber SBR system 
according EN 12566-3
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Specification:
Population range: 4 persons
Measures: 153 x 122 x 220 cm(l,w,h) (standard variant,complete height with aeration scoop) 
Sludge treatment: stabilizing, volumereduction
Max. organic loading: 240g BOD/Day
Max. average daily flow: 600 L
Max. blower power consumption: 0,06 kw
Weight (total/plug&play): ~160 kg
Total capacity: 2250 L
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153

Inlet
KG DN100 Outlet

KG DN 100

Power plug-in
230 VAC/ 3 x 1,5mm²
fused with 10A
+ GFCI - ground fault
circuit interrupter

Inlet Outlet

ClearFox - control unit integrated

Cablereserve ca.1m
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Inlet depth standard
~55 

The inlet height can be extended by replacing a longer 
WAFIN Tegra DN 600 pipe (as option)

all measures in cm

gez.: mz

ClearFox- QuickONE +
small wwwtp 6 p.e.
Single chamber SBR system 
according EN 12566-3
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Specification:
Population range: 6 persons
Measures: 243 x 122 x 220 cm (l,w,h) (standard variant,complete height with aeration scoop) 
Sludge treatment: stabilizing, volumereduction
Max. organic loading: 360g BOD/Day
Max. average daily flow: 900 L
Max. blower power consumption: 0,08 kw
Weight (total/plug&play): ~180 kg
Total capacity: 3.500 L
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Inlet
KG DN100 Outlet

KG DN 100

Power plug-in
230 VAC/ 3 x 1,5mm²
fused with 10A
+ GFCI - ground fault
circuit interrupter

Inlet Outlet

ClearFox - control unit integrated

Cablereserve ca.1m
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Inlet depth standard
~55

The inlet height can be extended by replacing a longer 
WAFIN Tegra DN 600 pipe (as option)

all measures in cm

gez.: mz

ClearFox- QuickONE +
small wwwtp 8 p.e.
Single chamber SBR system 
according EN 12566-3
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Specification:
Population range: 8 persons
Measures: 333 x 122 x 220 cm (l,w,h) (standard variant,complete height with aeration scoop) 
Sludge treatment: stabilizing, volumereduction
Max. organic loading: 480g BOD/Day
Max. average daily flow: 1200 L
Max. blower power consumption: 0,12 kw
Weight (total/plug&play): ~270 kg
Total capacity: 4750 L
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Inlet
KG DN100 Outlet

KG DN 100

Power plug-in
230 VAC/ 3 x 1,5mm²
fused with 10A
+ GFCI - ground fault
circuit interrupter

Inlet Outlet

ClearFox - control unit integrated

Cablereserve ca.1m
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Inlet depth standard
~55 

The inlet height can be extended by replacing a longer 
WAFIN Tegra DN 600 pipe (as option)

all measures in cm

gez.: mz
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Specification:
Population range: 10 persons
Measures: 398 x 122 x 220 cm (l,w,h) (standard variant,complete height with aeration scoop) 
Sludge treatment: stabilizing, volumereduction
Max. organic loading: 600g BOD/Day
Max. average daily flow: 1500 L
Max. blower power consumption: 0,15 kw
Weight (total/plug&play): ~330 kg
Total capacity: 5750 L
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Inlet
KG DN100 Outlet

KG DN 100

Power plug-in
230 VAC/ 3 x 1,5mm²
fused with 10A
+ GFCI - ground fault
circuit interrupter

Inlet Outlet

ClearFox - control unit integrated

Cablereserve ca.1m
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Inlet depth standard
~55 

The inlet height can be extended by replacing a longer 
WAFIN Tegra DN 600 pipe (as option)

all measures in cm
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Specification:
Population range: 12 persons
Measures: 486 x 122 x 220 cm (l,w,h) (standard variant,complete height with aeration scoop) 
Sludge treatment: stabilizing, volumereduction
Max. organic loading: 720g BOD/Day
Max. average daily flow: 1800 L
Max. blower power consumption: 0,15 kw
Weight (total/plug&play): ~360 kg
Total capacity: 7000 L
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Inlet
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Power plug-in
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fused with 10A
+ GFCI - ground fault
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Inlet Outlet

ClearFox - control unit integrated

Cablereserve ca.1m
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Important information for export companies: 
 

We can load 15 systems in small sea container for a very economic transport to all places in 

the world, see in the following the different loading plan 

 
 

 



 
 

 





 

 


